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Abstract. Appropriate modeling of unsteady aerodynamic characteristics is required for the study of aircraft dynamics and stability analysis,
Abstract. Appropriate modeling of unsteady aerodynamic characteristics is required for the study of aircraft dynamics and stability analysis,
especially at higher angles of attack. The article presents an example of using artificial neural networks to model such characteristics. The
especially at higher angles of attack. The article presents an example of using artificial neural networks to model such characteristics. The
effectiveness of this approach was demonstrated on the example of a strake-wing micro aerial vehicle. The neural model of unsteady aerodynamic
effectiveness of this approach was demonstrated on the example of a strake-wing micro aerial vehicle. The neural model of unsteady aerodycharacteristics was identified from the dynamic test cycles conducted in a water tunnel. The aerodynamic coefficients were modeled as a function
namic characteristics was identified from the dynamic test cycles conducted in a water tunnel. The aerodynamic coefficients were modeled as
of the flow parameters. The article presents neural models of longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients: lift and pitching moment as functions of
a function of the flow parameters. The article presents neural models of longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients: lift and pitching moment as
angles of attack and reduced frequency. The modeled and trained aerodynamic coefficients show good consistency. This method manifests great
functions of angles of attack and reduced frequency. The modeled and trained aerodynamic coefficients show good consistency. This method
potential in the construction of aerodynamic models for flight simulation purposes.
manifests great potential in the construction of aerodynamic models for flight simulation purposes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

2. EXPERIMENTS

Strake-wing micro aerial vehicles (s-wMAV) or micro-aircrafts
are a class of autonomous flying robots. Due to their high sensitivity to atmospheric turbulences, it is necessary to develop
adequate mathematical models covering wide ranges of flight
envelope, including supercritical angles of attack. It is particularly important to develop accurate models of aerodynamics
covering a very wide range of operating parameters [1–4].
The article presents an example of the use of artificial neural
networks (ANN) to identify the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of an s-wMAV. Although this method of identifying
aerodynamic characteristics does not give the possibility of obtaining aerodynamic derivatives, it still allows for the identification of time courses and hysteresis of aerodynamic coefficients
based on flight tests or dynamic measurements in wind or water
tunnels.
Artificial neural networks (ANN) constitute a formal and efficient tool for modeling nonlinear unsteady aerodynamics. The
main reason for the successful application of ANN are the universal approximation properties [5], which allow for the use of
ANN for any aircraft without significant simplification assumptions. It was found that an NN is able to recreate in real time
the histories of unsteady aerodynamic loads [6, 7], using experimental data to train ANN.

Artificial neural networks modeling unstationary aerodynamic
characteristics of an s-wMAV have been trained on the basis
of test cycles conducted in a water tunnel designed to measure
aerodynamic loads on ranges of low Reynolds numbers, angles
of attack α, and reduced frequencies f . The reduced frequency
f is defined by the following relationship: f = ωcA /V , where
V is light speed or the water tunnel medium flow velocity in
[m/s]; cA is mean aerodynamic chord [m], and ω is an s-wMAV
maneuver angular velocity or water tunnel model oscillation angular rate in [1/s].
These tests were carried out in the water tunnel model RHRC
2436 of the Low Reynolds Numbers Aerodynamics Laboratory at the Faculty of Mechanical and Power Engineering of
the Wroclaw University of Technology (Fig. 1) [8–10]. The
s-wMAV model used for the tests is shown in Fig. 2.
Measurements were carried out under stationary and nonstationary conditions. Aerodynamic characteristics were determined in a wide range of angles of attack and under reduced frequencies of model oscillations in water tunnel measurements of space and slip angles. Due to the position of the
strain gauge rigidly related to the tested model in the inclination plane, the values of the lift force were converted from
the value of the normal force by projecting the force values
onto the plane related to the velocity of the medium flow in
the water tunnel. The values of the moment coefficients were
converted from the reference point of the aerodynamic balance to the point in MAV model plane of symmetry at 25% of
the mean aerodynamic chord. The tests were carried out with
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Fig. 3. Waveform of measured unsteady characteristics CZ , Cm as functions of
time, Re = 28 000, α0 = 25◦ , ∆α = 5◦ , f = 0.0197
Fig. 1. RHRC 2436 water tunnel in the Nonstationary Aerodynamics Laboratory of the Division of Cryogenic and Aviation Engineering. Overview of the
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3 – strain gauge (aerodynamic balance); 4 – support; 5 – roll/yaw settings window; 6 – panel of amplifiers; 7 – main switch; 8 – LABVIEW computer station;
9 – system of flow visualization

Fig. 4. Waveform of measured unsteady characteristics CZ , Cm as functions of
time, Re = 28 000, α0 = 55◦ , ∆α = 5◦ , f = 0.0197
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Pursuant to the source literature [21], input signals x j ( j =
1, 2, . . . , N) are added with appropriate weights wi j in an adder,
and then compared with the threshold wi0 . A neuron output signal yi is expressed by the following relationship [21]:


yi = f
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∑ wi j x j (t) + wi0

.

(1)

i=1

Fig. 8. Artificial neuron model according to McCulloch and Pitts [19]

The argument of this function is an adder signal:
Fig. 7. Maximum and minimum values of lift and pitching moment coefficients
as functions of reduced frequency f of oscillations; α0 = 15◦ , ∆α = 5◦ , Re =
28 000
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Functions more useful in terms of modelling artificial neural
networks are sigmoidal functions, since they are continuous,
which facilitates the training process.
A sigmoidal neuron exhibits a structure similar to the
McCulloch-Pitts model. However, it differs in that the activation function is continuous. This study utilized a bipolar sigmoidal function [21, 22], which can be expressed as:
f (x) = tanh(β x).

(4)

Coefficient β is a parameter selected by the user. Its value impacts the shape of the activation function. Sample waveforms of
the bipolar sigmoidal function relative to variable x for various
parameters β are shown in Fig. 9.

Weights can be updated discretely, in accordance with:
wi j (t + 1) = wi j (t) − ηδi x j

where η is the training coefficient, usually taken from a range
of (0, 1) or continuously, by solving a differential equation:
dwi j
= −ηδi x j .
(12)
dt
The gradient method allows for the determination of only the
local minimum, which can be different from a global minimum.
A certain general aid is the application of training with a socalled momentum [22]. In this method, the weight update process takes into account not only information on the function
gradient, but also the current weight change trend. Mathematically, this method can be represented in the following form:
∆wi j (t + 1) = −ηδi x j + α∆wi j (t)

(6)

(7)

4. NEURAL NETWORK TRAINING METHODS

As seen in the image above, at low values of β , the activation function has a mild waveform, while its steepness increases
with the increasing value of β . The value of this coefficient, for
the purposes of calculations in this elaboration, was adopted at
0.5. The differentiability of the bipolar sigmoidal function is its
key feature. This property can be used for neural network training by means of applying the gradient method. To put it simply,
it is a steepest descent method [21, 22], according to which the
weights are updated:
(5)

towards a negative gradient of the shape objective function
1
(yi − di )2
2



E=
where:
yi = f

N

∑ wi j · x j

j=1

whereby yi is the current output value of the i-th neuron.
In relationship (6), the j gradient component has the form
below:
d f (ui )
∂E
∇ jE =
= ei x j
(8)
∂ wi j
dui
where: ei = (yi − di ) – difference between the neuron signal
output value and the set value.
By adopting the designation:
δ i = ei

d f (ui )
dui

(9)

we can determine the j gradient component in the form of
∇ j E = δi x j .
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(13)

where: a is the momentum coefficient usually adopted from the
range of (0, 1).
The first term of formula (13) corresponds to the steepest
descent method, while the second component (momentum) includes only the last weight change, regardless of the current
gradient value. Based on the analyses of the source literature
data [23–25], and the ones discussed in this article, it can
be concluded that the value of this coefficient, including the
component resulting from the momentum, has a greater influence on weight selection. Its impact increases significantly near
a local minimum, where the gradient value is close to zero.
Therefore, in this case, weight changes are possible, which
leads to increasing objective function value (6), hence, overcoming the barrier restricting the local minimum. It should be
stressed that the momentum factor cannot fully dominate the
training process, since this would lead to training process instability. Usually the ei error value is regulated within the training process, allowing for its growth only to a certain extent,
e.g. by 10%. In such a case, if ei (t + 1) < 1.1ei (t), the training
step is accepted and the weight values are updated, whereas if
ei (t + 1) ≥ 1.1ei (t), the changes are ignored. It is then assumed
that ∆wi j (t) = 0 and the gradient component regains dominance
over the momentum component.

Fig. 9. Sample waveforms of bipolar sigmoidal function [21]

w = [wi0 , wi1 , . . . , wiN ]T

(11)

(10)

Each neural network must be subjected to a training process
[26–29]. As a result of the training process, a network acquires
the ability to independently select the values of weight factors.
This ability enables neural networks to independently adapt to
changing operating conditions. The objective of neural network
training is the appropriate weight selection. Distinguished neural network training methods include training under supervision, training with a critic and self-organizing training.
In the first method, input signals are accompanied by desired
values of input signals. The values of weight factors are selected so as to minimize network error, that is, the difference
between the value selected by the network and the set output
signal values. In subsequent training cycles, the network selects
the weight so that its responses are as consistent with the training patterns as possible. A significant feature of this process
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is the presence of feedback, which allows for network weight
correlation.
The method of training with a critic differs from the previous method in that it does not contain information on required
output values, but instead information on whether the results
obtained by the network are satisfactory or not. If an operation
provides a positive result, the tendency of a system to properly
behave in the future, and vice versa, strengthens.
The self-organizing training method involves rivalry between individual neurons for active participation in the training
method. Only one neuron can be active in the course of training.
Other neurons remain at rest. A group of competing neurons receives the same input signal vectors. Depending on the values
of synaptic weights of individual neurons, their output signals
differ. The neuron with the highest output value is the winner. It
adopts a value of 1 at its output, with the other neurons adopting
the value of 0. The winning neuron gains the right to update its
weights, namely, the right to continue training.
The general form of the adopted model is shown in Fig. 10.
A neural network is a mathematical model, which enables determining the output values nst (coefficients of aerodynamic
forces and moments) based on set input signal values of conducted experiments pst .

Fig. 10. Diagram of a mathematical model using neural networks, where [40]:
ps – input signal vector; pst is the standardized input signal vector; nst is the
standardized output signal vector; nst is the output signal vector, NN is the
neural network and A and B are signal transformation matrices

Input signals are the measured values of angular positions of
the studied model in the Reynolds number function, reduced
motion frequencies of the model and relative propeller advance
at set values of the angular position in relation to other reference planes. Measured values of the aerodynamic coefficients
specific for a given motion plane are used as training values.
In the general case, output parameters are an input parameter function. A one-way, multi-layered perceptron network with
sigmoidal neurons was used to determine a mathematical model
of the initial parameter and aerodynamic coefficient vector [22].
The structure of the utilized network is shown in Fig. 11.
The method with a trainer, utilizing experimental results, was
applied for network training. It involved applying the perceptron rule [19, 27–33], according to which the weights are selected within a cycle using the momentum error back propagation algorithm [27,28], which determines the strategy of weight
selection in a multi-layered network, using gradient optimization methods. According to this method, network training consists of several stages. The first stage involves the presentation
of a training sample x and calculating the values of signals for
individual neurons within the network. The values of the hidden
layer neuron output signals, followed by the yi values, corresponding to the output layer neurons, are calculated for a given
vector x. The second stage involves minimizing the function
objective. Under the assumption of the continuity of this function, the gradient optimization methods remain the most effecBull.
Pol. Acad.
Acad. Sci.
Sci. Tech.
Tech. Sci.
Sci.69(4)
69(4)2021,
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Fig. 11. Neural network structure

tive training methods [21]. According to this general pattern,
three stages are distinguished within each training cycle. The
first one is the analysis of a neural network with typical signal
flow direction, under the assumption of network input signals
equal to the elements of the current vector x. The analysis outcome are the values of output signals for the neurons of hidden
layers and the output layer, as well as appropriate derivatives
of the activation function in individual layers. The second one
involves creating a back-propagation network by reversing the
signal flow direction, replacing the activation function by their
derivatives, as well as applying an input network at the former
output (currently input), in the form of an appropriate difference
between the current and set values. The values of appropriate
back differences shall be calculated for such a network. The
third stage includes weight adaptation based on the results of
the two previous stages. This process should be repeated for all
training patterns, until the gradient standard falls below a certain value, which determines the training process accuracy.
For the analysis of the mathematical model, a unidirectional
multilayer perceptron network with sigmoid neurons was used.
The neural network undergoes a learning process. The purpose
of learning is to select the weights of the neural network in such
a way that it simultaneously generates all the parameters necessary to implement the model with an acceptable error level.
The selection of synaptic weights takes place in a cycle that
uses the algorithm of the instantaneous error back propagation method, which defines the strategy of selecting weights in
a multilayer network using gradient optimization methods. The
authors’ computer program SSN JETNETT 2.0 was used for
teaching neural networks. The designed neural network, after
having learned, should be tested in order to assess the accuracy
of mapping the real object by the neural network. The determination of its use for simulation studies is based on the test
results [30].
Below you can find the neural network training results for
various network structures (number of layers, number of neurons in the layers, input and output parameter structures). Ex-
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perimental data were used for neural network training in order
to generate aerodynamic parameters CZ and Cm . Data in standardized form for neural network training were developed. The
applied models were characterized by diverse structures.
Exceeding this parameter resulted in further continuation of
the neural network training process and, in consequence, led to
a proper selection of synaptic weights (wi ). For instance, in the
case of a global test result for a test number of events l p st =
2 was equal to 0.72360E1000, the obtained average value χavr
03, for a tolerance level equal to 0.01. This means that a neural
network is a “fast learner”. The results of aerodynamic characteristics within the s-wMAV pitch plane, for a Reynolds number
of 28 000, identified with neural networks, are shown in Figs. 12
and 13, which present the waveforms for coefficients CZ and
Cm in the function of angle α, for measurements conducted
with deactivated propulsion, and the neural network structure
in the form of 4 × 8 × 8 × 2 – four input layer neurons, two
eight-neuron hidden layers and a two-neuron output layer. Figures 14 and 15 show waveforms for a neural network with a
3 × 9 × 9 × 2 structure – three input layer neurons, two nineneuron hidden layers and a two-neuron output layer; whereas
Figs. 16 and 17 show the waveforms for a neural network with
a 3 × 10 × 9 × 2 structure – three input layer neurons, two tenneuron hidden layers and two output layer neurons.

Fig. 14. Waveforms of measured and identified aerodynamic coefficients CZ =
2 = 0.000124, and for
f (α); Cm = f (α), f = 0.0148, Re = 28 000; for CZ χavr
2 = 5.83E−06
Cm χavr

Fig. 15. Waveforms of measured and identified aerodynamic coefficients CZ =
2 = 0.000272, and for
f (α); Cm = f (α), f = 0.0197, Re = 28 000; for CZ χavr
2 = 1.07E−05
Cm χavr

Fig. 12. Waveforms of measured and identified aerodynamic coefficients CZ =
2 = 0.000298, and for
f (α); Cm = f (α), f = 0.0054; Re = 28 000; for CZ χavr
2 = 2.88E−06
Cm χavr
Fig. 16. Waveforms of measured and identified aerodynamic coefficients CZ =
2 = 0.001112, and for
f (α); Cm = f (α), f = 0.0148, Re = 28 000; for CZ χavr
2 = 5.86E−5
Cm χavr

Fig. 13. Waveforms of measured and identified aerodynamic coefficients CZ =
2 = 0.001504, and for
f (α); Cm = f (α), f = 0.0296, Re = 28 000; for CZ χavr
2 = 2.42E−05
Cm χavr
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The selection of neural training coefficients, training constant η and the momentum parameter played an important role
in the training process. They impact the training process speed
and the increment of weight value changes in the course of the
neural training process. A too low momentum parameter value
significantly slows down the training process, however it enables avoiding the so-called generalization error and reaching
a global minimum of the objective function. Whereas too high
values of these parameters, i.e. those close to 1, significantly
impact the value of the error determined with equation (14)
and the obtained output parameter values exceed the assumed
Bull.
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Fig. 17. Waveforms of measured and identified aerodynamic coefficients CZ =
2 = 0.000272, and for
f (α); Cm = f (α), f = 0.0197, Re = 28 000; for CZ χavr
2 = 1.70E−5
Cm χavr
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